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9:00AM Check-in & Networking

9:30AM Welcome Remarks by F50
David Cao, Founder & CEO, F50

COMPANY PRESENTATIONS 9:40AM - 11:15AM

Clover: Reinventing the Health Insurance Model
Kris Gale, CTO, Clover Health

Abhishek Sharma, Investor, Nexus Venture Parnters

Medgenome Labs
Sam Santhosh, Chairman & CEO

Docent Health
Geoff McHugh, CCO

Fireside Chat: Collective Health
Ali Diab, Co-Founder & CEO, Collective Health

Scott Nolan, Partner, Founders Fund

RealtyShares
Nav Athwal, CEO

Embroker
Matt Miller, Founder & CEO

Veem
Marwan Forzley, Founder & CEO

11:30AM The View from Silicon Valley
Mark Milian, Technology Editor, Bloomberg
Camille Samuels, Partner, Venrock
Hilary Gosher, Managing Director, Insight Venture Partners
Jacques Benkoski, Partner, U.S. Venture Partners

12:00PM How can U.S. tech startups find Chinese VCs?
Murray Newlands, Contributor, Forbes
Chris Evdemon, Partner, Sinovation Ventures
Jui Tian, General Partner, Bluerun Ventures China
Connie Chan, Partner, Andreessen Horowitz
Ying Wang, Managing Director, Fosun Kinzon Capital

12:30PM Lunch Break

AGENDA - MORNING SESSION

1:20PM Fireside Chat
Eric Newcomer, Startup & Venture Capital Reporter, Bloomberg
Hans Tung, Managing Partner, GGV Capital
Peter Hebert, Co-Founder & Managing Partner, Lux Capital

COMPANY PRESENTATIONS 1:40PM - 2:20PM

Fireside Chat: Within
Drew Larner, COO, Within

Lucas Matney, Writer, TechCrunch

Mighty AI
Matthew Bencke, Co-Founder & CEO

AGENDA - AFTERNOON SESSION

From Smart Homes to Smart Cities
Alexandre Winter, Founder & CEO, Placemeter

Vanessa Larco, Partner, NEA

LimeBike
Brad Bao, Co-Founder & Chairman

11:15AM The Crossroad of Cross-Border Sino-US Tech Investment
David Chen, Chairman, HYSTA
Jack Xu, Founding Managing Partner, Seven Seas Partners



2:20PM AI Trends and Investments in 2017
John Mannes, Writer, TechCrunch
Adam Goldberg, Partner, Lightspeed Venture Partners
Scott Frederick, Partner, NEA
Prakash Nanduri, Co-Founder & CEO, Paxata
Chris Nicholson, Co-Founder, Skymind

2:55PM Fireside Chat
Dr. Myron Scholes, Professor of Finance, Stanford GSB & 1997 Nobel Laureate in Economics
Jagdeep Bachher, Chief Investment Officer, University of California, Office of President

3:10PM Trends and Opportunities in Asset, Hardware, and Fund Investments
Peter Su, Partner, Dentons
Minna Wu, Co-President, E-House (China) Holdings
Dr. Ashby Monk, Executive Director, Stanford Global Projects Center & Senior Advisor, Australian Super
Erik Lassila, Managing Partner, Peakview Capital
David Austin, Managing Partner, Machine.vc

3:40PM Later Stage Investment & Global Exit Trends
Brewer Stone, Advisor, F50
Elise Huang, CEO, Noah USA LLC & Partner, Gopher Asset Management
Chuck Comey, Partner, Morrison & Foerster
Alexander Rusli, CEO, Indosat Ooredoo
Connie Sheng, Founding Managing Director, Nautilus Venture Partners

4:25PM Investment Trends and Opportunities 2017
Angela Ruth, Entrepreneur, Contributor
Arjun Sethi, Partner, Social Capital
Ethan Kurzweil, Partner, Bessemer Venture Partners
Nathan Sanders, General Partner & Head of Investor Relations, TCV

5:00PM Long-Term Investment Perspective on Technology Innovation & VC
David Cao, Founder & CEO, F50
Dr. Larry Zhang, Senior Managing Director, China Investment Corporation
Edmond Fong, Managing Director, University of California, Office of President
Sundhiraj Sharma, Director, Khazanah Americas
Alaa Halawa, Senior Principal, Mubadala Ventures

5:35PM Keynote
Xiangjun Guo, Executive Vice President & CIO, China Investment Corporation

5:50PM Closing Remarks by F50
Martin Stroka, Co-Founder, F50

6:00PM Event Concludes

6:00PM VIP Networking Reception
VIP Admission required for entry.

8:00PM VIP Networking Reception Concludes

4:10PM Goertek's View on Golobal Investments
Long Jiang, Vice Chairman and CEO, Goertek





David Cao | Founder & CEO

David is a pioneer, believer, and a passionate leader of entrepreneurship in 
Silicon Valley. He has founded several companies in the valley and also 
created Silicon Valley Entrepreneurs & Startups, the world’s largest 
entrepreneur community, Silicon Valley Android Developers, the largest 
Android F2F community, and a variety of other grassroot communities in 
Silicon Valley.

F50

Welcome Remarks
9:30AM - 9:40AM



LimeBike

limebike.com
IoT

LimeBike is a dock-less bike share system that aims to revolutionize urban mobility and solve the 

first and last mile transportation challenges. LimeBike aims to revolutionize mobility in cities and 

campuses by empowering residents with cleaner, more efficient, and affordable transportation 

options that improve urban sustainability. By systematically deploying thousands of smart-bikes, 

enabled with GPS, wireless technology, and self-locks, they will dramatically improve urban 

mobility by making the first and last mile faster, cheaper, and healthier.

LimeBike raised $12M of Series A funding led by Andreessen Horowitz and joined by IDG 

Ventures, DCM Ventures, and others.

Summary

Funding

Speaker Biography

Brad
Bao

Co-Founder & Chairman

Brad Bao is the Co-Founder and Chairman of LimeBike.  He is also 

the Managing Partner of Fosun Kinzon Capital. Previously, Brad 

was the General Manager of Tencent US Branch for 8 years, where 

he was responsible for strategy, investment, business 

development, operations, and more. 

9:40AM - 9:55AM



Clover Health

cloverhealth.com
HealthTech

Clover Health is a unique health insurance plan focused on driving down costs and producing improved health 
outcomes. The company's health insurance platform utilizes patient-centered analytics and a dedicated care 
management team to identify potential risks and directly provide preventive care, enabling patients and their 
health care providers to reduce avoidable spending and identify and better manage chronic diseases.

Clover Health raised $165M of Series C funding led by Greenoaks Capital. Other notable investors include 
Sequoia Capital, First Round Capital, Social Capital, AME Cloud Ventures, Spark Capital, and Arena Ventures. 

Summary

Funding

Speaker Biography

Kris Gale
CTO

Kris Gale is a recognized leader in building and scaling engineering teams 
and was part of the founding engineering team at Yammer. During his six 
years there as vice president of engineering, he helped grow Yammer's 
engineering organization from three people to over 200. Kris also 
spearheaded the platform’s direction and ensured its ability to scale, 
culminating in its acquisition by Microsoft in 2012.

Clover: Reinventing the Health Insurance Model

Abishek Sharma | Investor

Abhishek is passionate about working with mission-driven founders who are 
aiming to build transformational companies in technology and healthcare. 
Abhishek has been an entrepreneur and business builder prior to joining 
Nexus. He co-founded HelloIntern.com, a marketplace for internship search. 
Most recently, he worked with eBay on partnerships with marketing 
technology startups.

9:55AM - 10:10AM



MedGenome

medgenome.com
Gene Research

MedGenome is a genomics‐driven research and diagnostics company with a mission to improve 

global health by decoding the genetic information contained in an individual’s genome. 

MedGenome has a CLIA / CAP certified Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) lab in Foster City, CA 

and offers NGS Informatics services along with sequencing services. They offer high‐throughput 

solutions in Cancer Immunotherapy for tumor microenvironment analysis and neo‐epitope 

prioritization and work with pharma, biotech and academic institutions.

MedGenome has raised $4M as part of Series A from angel investors and PE funds. Series B was 

led by Sequoia Capital for $20M. 

Summary

Funding

Speaker Biography

Sam 
Santhosh

Chairman & CEO

Sam is an investor and mentor for many companies and is 

currently a board member at Impelsys Inc, New York, ePay 

Healthcare, San Francisco, SciGenom Labs, Cochin, Emerge 

Ventures, Singapore and the Centre for Commercialization of 

Antibodies (CCAB), Canada. Earlier, he was the CEO and MD of 

California Software Limited (Calsoft) from 1992‐2012. He founded 

Calsoft in 1992 and under Sam’s vision Calsoft rapidly grew from a 

niche player in the Silicon Valley to a global player with over 1200 

employees and presence in 8 countries. 

10:10AM - 10:20AM



Docent Health

docenthealth.com
Healthcare

Docent Health's mission is to help health systems build and retain lasting patient relationships. We 

are combining best practices from other industries to help health systems deliver the vision of 

customer-centric care by combining cutting edge consumer technology, retail based strategic 

marketing, and hospitality inspired service excellence with deep provider experience to increase 

customer lifetime value and grow market share.

Docent Health raised 2.1 million in a seed round in November 2015, and subsequently raised 15 

million in Series A in July 2016. Investors in both were NEA, Maverick Capital, and Bessemer Ven-

ture Partners.

Summary

Funding

Speaker Biography

Geoff
McHugh

CCO

Geoff is currently the Chief Commercial Officer of Docent Health, a 

venture-backed firm focused on improving the health system 

customer experience by supporting, through a 

technology-enabled service, the longitudinal patient journey. Prior 

to joining Docent, Geoff served as Managing Principal at the 

Advisory Board Company, a healthcare research, consulting, and 

technology firm. While at the Advisory Board Company, Geoff led 

partnerships with Intermountain Healthcare, Banner Health, 

Dignity Health, Stanford Health Care, and Cedars-Sinai Health 

System. 

10:20AM - 10:30AM



Collective Health

collectivehealth.com
Healthcare

Collective Health gives companies a smarter way to provide healthcare coverage through technology. Powered 
by a platform that connects and administers the entire benefits ecosystem — health plan, benefits programs, 
spending accounts, employee support — their solution delivers an effortless experience for everyone. With 
holistic intelligence at the heart of both client partnership and compassionate, concierge-level member 
services, we ensure benefits teams get the most out of their investment while taking better care of their people.

The company raised $81 million in Series C venture funding from lead Google Ventures on October 20th, 2015. 
Founders Fund, New Enterprise Associates, Redpoint Ventures and Maverick Capital also participated in the 
round.

Summary

Funding

Speaker Biography

Ali Diab
Co-Founder & CEO

As Collective Health’s CEO, Ali brings more than 15 years of technology 
startup and executive management experience to the company. Ali also 
brings a strong personal motivation to improve the quality and cost of 
company-sponsored health care after experiencing a major health problem 
while employed at a growing technology company.

Scott Nolan | Partner

Scott Nolan is a Partner at Founders Fund, where he focuses on investments 
in technology-driven companies across sectors including energy, 
biotechnology, aerospace, healthcare and advanced manufacturing. Scott is 
a board member at CollectiveHealth, Tachyus, Tribogenics and two other 
companies currently in stealth mode.

Fireside Chat: Collective Health
10:30AM - 10:45AM



RealtyShares

realtyshares.com
FinTech

RealtyShares is a real estate crowdfunding platform designed to simplify real estate investments. 

The company’s online platform is transforming the real estate landscape by connecting 

borrowers and sponsors of debt and equity capital from accredited and institutional investors, 

across an array of financing products enabling investors to browse investment opportunities, 

perform due diligence, invest online and have 24/7 access to an investor dashboard to watch how 

their investments are performing. 

RealtyShares is backed by notable investors including Union Square Ventures, General Catalyst 

Partners, 500 Startups, and Menlo Ventures. 

Summary

Funding

Speaker Biography

Nav
Athwal

CEO

Nav has over a decade of experience in real estate as an attorney, 

broker, and investor. Nav lectures at UC Berkeley Law School and 

the Haas School of Business, is a frequent contributor to Forbes, 

and is often featured on CNBC, Bloomberg and Fox Business. He 

holds a JD from UC Berkeley Law School where he was class 

Valedictorian.

10:45AM - 10:55AM



Embroker

embroker.com
FinTech

Embroker is a tech driven commercial insurance company that's radically improving how 

businesses buy and manage coverage. By leveraging a free online technology platform, data, and 

the expertise of a team of experienced commercial brokers, Embroker delivers better outcomes. 

They offer businesses with tools to understand and navigate risk and empowers them with the 

information needed to make insurance decisions. 

Embroker raised a $12.2M Series A round led by Canaan Partners. Nyca Partners, XL Innovate, 

Bee Partners, FinTech Collective, Vertical Venture Partners, and 500 Startups also participated. 

Summary

Funding

Speaker Biography

Matt
Miller

Founder & CEO

Matt Miller writes and speaks frequently on insurance technology 

and innovation and is recognized as one of the key thought leaders 

in the space. He previously worked in private equity for Hellman 

and Friedman and Bain Capital and served on the boards of Hub 

International, Applied Systems, and Renaissance Learning. He 

graduated from Duke University, and earned an MBA from the 

Stanford Graduate School of Business, where he was an Arjay 

Miller Scholar. 

10:55AM - 11:05AM



Veem

veem.com
FinTech

Veem is a next generation platform for business to business payments. They enable businesses 

to send and receive payments in local currency via a simple and inexpensive manner by using 

their unique multi-rail technology across several global networks.

Veem has raised a $25M Series B round led by National Australia Bank Ventures, with participa-

tion also from Google Ventures, Softbank’s SBI Investment Co., Ltd., Kleiner Perkins Caufield Byers, 

and Silicon Valley Bank.

Summary

Funding

Speaker Biography

Marwan
Forzley

Co-Founder & CEO

Marwan Forzley is the Co-Founder and CEO of Veem (formerly 

Align Commerce) -a next generation platform that simplifies global 

business payments by using their unique multi-rail technology. 

Prior to Align Commerce, Forzley founded and served as CEO of 

eBillme, an online payments solution that extended online banking 

to the merchant’s checkout process.

Formerly known as Align Commerce

11:05AM - 11:15AM



David Chen | Chairman

David Chen is co-Founder and former Vice Chairman & President of 
VanceInfo (which later merged with HiSoft to form Pactera), one of the 
largest China based IT services firms with more than 20,000 associates. He 
oversaw strategy and daily operations between 2001 and 2010. Before it 
went public in 2007 at NYSE, VanceInfo was backed by prominent VCs 
including DCM, Sequoia Capital and Legend Capital.

Jack Xu | Managing Partner

Jack is a pioneer in the Internet industry. As Managing Partner of Seven Seas 
Partners, Jack brought with him extensive experience and know-how in 
running start-ups and global companies to help entrepreneurs accelerate 
the growth of their business. Jack is the former president and CTO of SINA 
Corporation (Nasdaq: SINA), a leading Chinese Internet Company. Jack led 
SINA’s technology and product operation as well as oversaw its popular 
social media platform Weibo (Nasdaq: WB).

The Crossroad of Cross-Border Sino-US 
Tech Investment
11:15AM - 11:30AM



Hilary Gosher | Managing Director

Hilary Gosher is an expert in growing and scaling global technology and 
software companies, and an active participant in the New York city start-up 
community. Hilary is a Managing Director at Insight Venture Partners. Hilary 
leads Insight Onsite, the firm’s team of operations and growth experts who 
help drive scale and growth at Insight’s portfolio companies. Hilary founded 
this team in 2000 and has worked with more than 100 software and Internet 
companies, advising on strategy, sales, marketing and M&A.

Camille Samuels | Partner

Cami Samuels joined Venrock in 2014 and focuses on healthcare with an 
emphasis on biotech, medical devices, and consumer health. Prior to 
Venrock, Cami was a Managing Director at Versant Ventures for a decade 
where she led investments in Achaogen (AKAO), Kythera (KYTH), Novacardia 
(acquired by Merck), and ParAllele (acquired by Affymetrix), among others. 
She was also a board observer at several companies including Genomic 
Health (GHDX), Fluidigm (FLDM), and Syrrx (acquired by Takeda).

Mark Milian | Technology Editor

Mark Milian is a technology editor at Bloomberg in San Francisco leading 
coverage of venture capital and startups. Before that, he was a tech writer 
for CNN and the Los Angeles Times. He’s the author of “Letters to Steve: 
Inside the E-Mail Inbox of Apple’s Steve Jobs,” published in 2011.

The View from Silicon Valley
11:30AM - 12:00PM



Jacques Benkoski | Partner

An international businessman, Jacques was born in Belgium, educated in 
Israel and the U.S., held executive positions in Europe and the U.S. prior to 
moving permanently to the Bay Area more than 15 years ago. Jacques sees 
himself as an innovator-creator. He likes to roll up his sleeves and get to 
work helping companies grow. Sharpening business strategies, 
brainstorming for new ideas and polishing execution plans is what Jacques 
enjoys the most and ultimately what led him to USVP.

The View from Silicon Valley



Chris Evdemon | Partner

Chris has been “hands on” his entire career around his entrepreneurial and 
angel investment projects. Earlier in his career, he was a Managing Partner 
at Eastern Bell Venture Capital and also served as the CEO of ICDL Asia 
Pacific, an organization in the computer skills certification sector with 
operations in 25 Asian countries which he helped turnaround and relocate 
to Singapore.

Murray Newlands | Contributor

Murray Newlands FRSA is an entrepreneur, investor, business advisor and 
speaker. He is founder of Chattypeople.com a Chabot builder and 
Sighted.com an online invoicing company based in Palo Alto. Newlands is 
also an adviser to the Draper Nexus Network of Things Fund that invests in 
IOT companies. Newlands is the author of “Online Marketing: A User’s 
Manual” published by John Wiley & Sons. He contributes to Forbes and 
Entrepreneur.com.

Jui Tan | General Partner

Jui Tan is a General Partner with BlueRun China. He joined the firm in March 
2001. He focuses on communications, software and semiconductor 
investments. Jui has 15 years of experience managing international 
investments and operations.

How can U.S. tech startups find Chinese VCs?
12:00PM - 12:30PM



Connie Chan | Partner

Connie is a Partner at Andreessen Horowitz where she focuses on finding 
great entrepreneurs with big ideas in consumer tech. Previously, Connie led 
business development and marketing efforts for HP Palm in China. At Palm, 
she also launched the App Catalog, developer portal and the Facebook 
application for webOS.

Cross-Border Investment

Ying Wang | Managing Director

Ms. Ying Wang joined Kinzon Capital in 2014, bringing with her 11-years 
experiences in venture capital, especially in FinTech and consumer internet 
space. Fosun Group has $150B Asset under management, and through its 
insurance & multi-industry business, generates over $20B investible assets 
each year for deployment. Ying leads Fosun’s high-tech investments in the 
US, including FinTech, pioneering technology, digital health, and consumer 
internet.



Hans Tung | Managing Partner

Hans Tung joined GGV Capital in 2013 as a managing partner to focus on 
consumer mobile internet, cross-border ecommerce, IoT, and mobile social 
communication investments in both China and the U.S. Hans was one of the 
earliest investors in, and a former board member of, Xiaomi.

Peter Hebert | Co-Founder & Managing Partner

Peter co-founded Lux Capital with the idea that in order to have the biggest 
impact on the future, one should support the most scientifically and 
technologically ambitious ventures. In 2003, Peter led the spin-off of Lux 
Research. As its founding CEO, he helped build Lux Research into the 
leading emerging-technology research firm.

Fireside Chat

Eric Newcomer | Startup and Venture Capital Reporter

Eric Newcomer covers privately held, venture-backed technology companies 
for Bloomberg -- in a word, startups. In particular, he tracks Uber, Lyft and 
Airbnb. He's written about startups trying to get into gas delivery, DNA 
printing and international freight-forwarding. He's dug into Dropbox and 
Zenefits for Businessweek and made many appearances on Bloomberg 
West. Before joining Bloomberg, he was the first employee at The 
Information. He broke the news that Amazon planned to acquire Twitch -- a 
$1.1 billion acquisition. 

1:20PM - 1:40PM



Mighty AI

mty.ai
AI

Founded in 2014, Mighty AI delivers the human insights artificial intelligence (AI) engines need to 

see, hear, talk and “think” like people. Their Training Data as a Service™ platform helps companies 

get the accurate, high-quality datasets they need to train and scale their computer vision and 

natural language models.

Mighty AI has raised a total of $27.25M since our founding in 2014. Mighty AI's investors include 

Accenture Ventures, Foundry Group, GV, Intel Capital, Madrona Venture Group and New Enter-

prise Associates.

Summary

Funding

Speaker Biography

Matt
Bencke

Founder & CEO

Matt is an entrepreneur and operations leader who drives new 

business and product strategies. He has accrued strong successes 

across technology, business development, design, e-commerce 

and manufacturing in his 20+ year career. His passion is attracting 

great talent, fostering a meaningful team culture and taking 

performance to new levels. He has created, advised, led and grown 

businesses ranging from several millions to several billions in 

annual revenue.

1:40PM - 1:50PM



Within

with.in
AI 

Within is an online platform for creating and distributing innovative, entertaining, and informative story-based 
virtual reality. Within supports all major headsets, including Oculus Rift, Samsung Gear VR, HTC Vive, Sony 
Playstation VR, and Google Daydream. Within collaborates with companies including Apple, The New York 
Times, NBC, Vice Media, and the United Nations. 

Within raised a $12.56M Series A round from lead investor 21st Century Fox. Investors also include Andreessen 
Horowitz, Raine Ventures, WME, Live Nation, Vice Media, Tribeca Enterprises, Annapurna Pictures, Legendary 
Pictures, and Freelands Ventures.  

Summary

Funding

Speaker Biography

Drew Larner
COO

Drew Larner is currently the Chief Operating Officer of Within. Prior to joining 
Within, Drew Larner served as CEO of Rdio, a global music streaming service, 
and remains as Vice-Chairman of the company. Mr. Larner has 20 years of 
experience in entertainment, media, and international content distribution. 
Mr. Larner has also spent 12 years as an executive in the motion picture 
industry, most recently as Vice President at Spyglass Entertainment Group.

Lucas Matney | Writer

Lucas Matney is a Writer at TechCrunch covering all of the startups and 
major players in the virtual/augmented reality space. He’s particularly 
interested in startups tackling input and optics on the VR/AR hardware side 
as well as UI/UX design and mapping on the software side. He’s also a big fan 
of headphones/home audio and random well-designed gadgets.

Fireside Chat: Within
1:50PM - 2:05PM



Placemeter

placemeter.com
AI

Placemeter is an urban intelligence platform that quantifies modern cities worldwide. Their platform leverages 
proprietary computer vision technology to make sense of both archival and live video streams. First, Placemeter 
detects hidden patterns in pedestrian and vehicular traffic and then predicts how those patterns will evolve 
over time.  It uses public video feeds and computer vision algorithms to create a real time data layer about 
places, streets and neighborhoods. The result is stronger businesses, safer streets and highly innovative 
neighborhoods.

Placemeter was acquired by Netgear on December 16, 2016. 

Summary

Funding

Speaker Biography

Alexandre Winter
Founder & CEO

Alex is both a computer vision geek and a repeat tech entrepreneur. Born 
and raised in France, a proud Brooklynite today, Alex is the CEO and founder 
of Placemeter. Prior to placemeter, Alex co-founded LTU Technologies, a 
venture backed startup, pioneer in large scale image search by content. As a 
CTO then CEO of the company, Alex helped bring LTU to profitability in three 
years. LTU was successfully acquired by a Japanese company listed on the 
Tokyo Stock Exchange. 

Vanessa Larco | Partner

Vanessa Larco joined NEA as a Partner in 2016 and focuses on enterprise 
and consumer investing. Prior to joining NEA, she was the Director of 
Product Management for web and mobile apps at Box where she worked on 
building the next generation of productivity apps. Her passion for design 
and analytics stems from her experience in the gaming industry, which 
includes leading the Speech Recognition Experience team at Xbox Kinect, 
and building and running a top grossing gaming studio at Disney Social.

From Smart Homes to Smart Cities
2:05PM - 2:20PM



Adam Goldberg | Partner

Adam focuses primarily on investments in enterprise infrastructure, big 
data/analytics, datacenter technologies, and artificial intelligence. At age 13, 
Adam enrolled as a full-time student at UC Berkeley, where he studied pure 
and applied mathematics and conducted research in number theory and 
machine learning. Prior to Lightspeed, he was an early product manager at 
Rubrik (a Lightspeed portfolio company) where he launched a product line.

John Mannes | Writer

John Mannes writes about machine learning and AI for TechCrunch. He 
maintains a longstanding interest in the venture capital funding landscape 
and the ways in which it incentivizes macro innovation. His work has also 
been featured in The Washington Post and Education Week.

Scott Frederick | Development Partner and Head of Federal

Scott leads business development and corporate development initiatives 
across NEA’s portfolio. He also heads the firm’s Federal government 
initiatives. In these roles he works closely with NEA’s portfolio companies, 
providing tactical and strategic advice and connecting them to companies, 
thought leaders, regulators, government officials and policy influencers to 
help drive growth and optimize outcomes. He likes to describe his role as 
connecting people, companies and ideas.

AI Trends & Investments in 2017
2:20PM - 2:55PM



Chris Nicholson | Co-Founder

Chris Nicholson is co-founder and CEO of Skymind, the company behind 
Deeplearning4j, which is the most popular deep-learning framework for 
Java. Skymind is Cloudera for AI, and has the backing of Tencent, Y 
Combinator and SV Angel.

AI Trends & Investments in 2017



Paxata

paxata.com
Enterprise

Paxata provides an Adaptive Information Platform that enables business leaders and analysts 

with an enterprise-grade, self-service data preparation system to support the on-demand and 

ad-hoc business data needs for analytics, operations and regulatory requirements. Business 

analysts work within an intuitive, visual application to access, explore, shape, collaborate and 

publish data with clicks, not code, with complete governance and security. 

In October 2016, Paxata announced a 4th round of investment from strategic corporate inves-

tors. The funding was led by Intel Capital, along with new co-investors Microsoft Ventures, Cisco 

Investments, Deutsche Telekom Capital Partners and AirTree Ventures, as well as existing inves-

tors, Singapore-based EDBI, In-Q-Tel and Accel.

Summary

Funding

Speaker Biography

Prakash
Nanduri

Co-Founder & CEO

Prakash Nanduri is a seasoned entrepreneur and enterprise 

software visionary with over 20 years experience in both start-up 

and large companies. He was the Co-Founder and VP of Velosel 

Corporation (acquired by TIBCO, 2005), a pioneer of the Master 

Data Management (MDM) space. At Velosel, he drove the strategy 

and growth of the company, securing over $40 Million in venture 

capital financing, recruiting a senior management team, and serving 

on the Board of Directors. 



Jagdeep Bachher | CIO

Jagdeep Singh Bachher is responsible for managing the UC pension, 
endowment, short-term, and total-return investment pools. Before joining 
the UC system, Bachher was an executive vice president of venture and 
innovation for one of Canada’s largest and most diversified investment fund 
managers. He was with Alberta Investment Management Corp (AIMCo), 
based in Edmonton since 2009.

Dr. Myron Scholes | Professor of Finance

Myron Scholes is the Frank E. Buck Professor of Finance, Emeritus, at the 
Stanford Graduate School of Business, Nobel Laureate in Economic 
Sciences, and co-originator of the Black-Scholes options pricing model. 
Scholes was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1997 for his new method of 
determining the value of derivatives. Scholes is currently the Chairman of 
the Board of Economic Advisers of Stamos Partners.

1991 Nobel Laureate in Economics

Fireside Chat
2:55PM - 3:10PM



Dr. Ashby Monk | Executive Director, Global Project Center

Dr. Ashby Monk is the Executive and Research Director of the Stanford 
Global Projects Center. He was named by aiCIO magazine as one of the most 
influential academics in the institutional investing world. His research and 
writing has been featured in The Economist, New York Times, Wall Street 
Journal, Financial Times, Institutional Investor, Reuters, Forbes, and on 
National Public Radio among a variety of other media.

Senior Advisor, Australian Super

Peter Su | Partner

Peter Su is a Silicon Valley business lawyer with a global vision in advising 
technology and life science clients across different regions with emphasis in 
Silicon Valley and China on cross-border corporate transactions, commercial 
litigation, intellectual property litigation and patent portfolio development. 
He has represented numerous leading US, Chinese and European 
technology and life science companies and venture funds for the past 15 
years, including Apple, Cisco, Tencent, Sequoia Capital, Venrock and 
MOFCOM. He is a partner in the Palo Alto office of Dentons, the largest 
global law firm.

Trends and Opportunities in Asset, Hardware, 
and Fund Investments

3:10PM - 3:40PM

Erik Lassila | Managing Partner

Erik Lassila is Managing Partner of Peakview Capital, heading US investments 
and operations.Erik has been a venture capitalist and fund of funds manager 
for nearly 20 years. Prior to joining Peakview Capital, he invested in early and 
growth stage technology companies based in Silicon Valley with VC firms 
Mayfield Fund, Charter Ventures and Clearstone Venture Partners.



Trends and Opportunities in Asset, Hardware,
and Fund Investments

Minna Wu | Co-President

Minna Wu is Co-president of E-House (China) Holdings since 2008. She is 
one of founding partners of the company. She is the trustee of the Zhong Ao 
Home Group Limited（01538.HK) ,Wishbuild Info-Tech（835602） and 
trendzone DECORATION（603030） and serves as the director of China 
Equity Investment Association. Actively involved in a number of fund and real 
estate investment for 20 years, Ms. Wu served in Shanghai Jinjiang Group 
and B&Q China as a vice president and was responsible for the fund 
investment in China.

David Austin | Managing Partner

David is a Managing Partner at Machine.vc, the newly launched Series A 
focused fund for Hardware SaaS startups. Previously, David held a GM role 
at PCH International overseeing all startup hardware initiatives including 
Highway1, and prior to that held multiple executive roles at Apple.

MACHINE.VC



Brewer Stone | Advisor

Brewer had previously led Pacific Crest’s international investment banking 
business with an emphasis on Asia and other key emerging markets. Works 
with technology growth companies on M&A, private financings, and global 
strategy across Internet and digital media, fintech, next gen hardware and 
software.

Elise Huang | CEO, Noah USA LLC & Partner, Gopher 
Asset Management

Elise has over 20 years of Venture Capital and private equity investment 
experience in the US and Asia. Elise is currently CEO of Noah US LLC and a 
Partner of Gopher Asset Management/ PE Subsidiary of Noah Holdings 
( Noah:NYSE) focusing on both FoF and Direct Investment in US. The AUM 
under Gopher is over US$16B.

Later Stage Investment & 
Global Exit Trends

Chuck C. Comey | Partner

Charles Comey is an M&A and corporate finance partner in the firm’s Palo 
Alto office. Mr. Comey’s practice experience includes working on the ground 
in China and Japan for 16 years. He advises clients on mergers and 
acquisitions, venture capital and private equity financings, and joint ventures 
and strategic alliances in the technology, consumer and life sciences sectors.

3:40PM - 4:10PM



Alexander Rusli | President Director & CEO

Alexander Rusli, assumed the role of President Director and CEO of Indosat 
in November 2012 after serving as an Independent Commissioner since 
January 2010. Before November 2012, Mr. Rusli was a Managing Director in 
Northstar Pacific, a private equity fund which focuses on Indonesian and 
Southeast Asian opportunities. Prior to his role in Northstar Pacific, Mr. Rusli 
served the Government of Indonesia for nine years.

Later Stage Investment & 
Global Exit Trends

Connie Sheng | Founding Managing Director

Connie Sheng is the founding managing partner of Nautilus Venture 
Partners, a Silicon Valley venture capital fund focusing on early stage 
investments in mobile and IoT areas. Connie is also a member of Silicon 
Valley China Angel and CFO of Silicon Valley Association of Industrial 
Innovations. Connie currently sits on the board of DriveScale, MasterImage 
3D, and a couple of other companies.



Long Jiang | Vice Chairman & CEO

Long Jiang is Vice Chairman and CEO of Goertek Inc. He obtained his Ph.D. 
degree of Strategic Management from University of Maryland and Master 
degree of Management Science from Renmin University of China as well as 
Bachelor degree of Materials Engineering from Tsinghua University. In 2004, 
he joined the company and ever served as vice president of the company, 
senior vice president, executive vice president.

Goertek's View on Golobal Investments
4:10PM - 4:25PM



Nathan Sanders | General Partner & Head of Investor Relations

Nathan joined TCV in 2014, bringing a combination of investment, 
technology, and management experience to his role as General Partner and 
Head of Investor Relations. Nathan leads TCV’s engagement with Limited 
Partners and spearheads the Firm’s strategy and execution around raising 
capital.

Angela Ruth | Contributor

Angela is passionate about helping people find passion in their workplace. 
She is director of PR at MWI and been featured as a top Entrepreneur to 
Watch in 2017 by Fortune Magazine. Her work has been featured in 
Entrepreneur and Forbes.

Arjun Sethi | Partner

Arjun Sethi is a partner at Social Capital, where he invests in early-stage 
companies in the consumer sector. Sethi has been actively involved in 
consumer technology for more than a decade. After his company 
MessageMe was acquired by Yahoo in 2014, Sethi joined the company, 
where he joined the executive team for Mobile and Emerging products and 
oversaw the marketing and growth team with responsibilities in direct 
acquisition, growth analytics and new product development.

Investment Trends & Opportunities in 2017

4:25PM - 5:00PM



Ethan Kurzweil | Partner

Ethan focuses on investments in consumer technologies and developer 
platforms. He is particularly excited about consumer video start-ups and 
companies “developerizing the enterprise,” his phrase for companies that 
provide non-technical business users with powerful tools and potential 
impact without requiring them to code.

Investment Trends & Opportunities in 2017



Dr. Larry Zhang | Senior Managing Director

Larry Zhang is managing director and head of public equity for China 
Investment Corp., where he is responsible for investments in the global 
public equity market. Before joining CIC, Zhang was a partner and head of 
the global equity team at GSA Capital.

Edmond Fong | Managing Director

Fong holds a BS in economics from Carnegie Mellon University and an MBA 
from the University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business.

Long-Term Investment Perspective
on Technology Innovation & VC 
5:00PM - 5:35M

David Cao | Founder & CEO

David is a pioneer, believer, and a passionate leader of entrepreneurship in 
Silicon Valley. He has founded several companies in the valley and also 
created Silicon Valley Entrepreneurs & Startups, the world’s largest 
entrepreneur community, Silicon Valley Android Developers, the largest 
Android F2F community, and a variety of other grassroot communities in 
Silicon Valley.

F50



Long-Term Investment Perspective
on Technology Innovation & VC 

Sundhiraj Sharma | Director

Sunny is a director at Khazanah Americas. He is based in San Francisco, and 
manages North American investments for Khazanah Nasional, the strategic 
development fund of the Government of Malaysia. He joined Khazanah in 
Malaysia in 2010, where he helped create, grow, and list Asia’s largest 
hospital firm, called IHH. He has previously worked at UBS, Capital One and 
McKinsey on the east coast.



Xiangjun Guo | Executive Vice President & CIO

CIC is a sovereign wealth fund responsible for managing part of the People’s 
Republic of China’s foreign exchange reserves with over US$740 billion AUM. 
Mr. Guo Xiangjun is Executive Vice President of CIC. Immediately prior to this, 
he was the Chief Risk Officer of CIC, the Head and Managing Director of CIC’s 
Risk Management Department.

Goertek Product Strategy 
and View on Global Investment
5:35PM - 5:50PM



If you’re interested in sponsoring 

the Global Capital Summit: Fall, 

please contact us at 

sponsor@f50.io
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